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The Elizabeth Community Association welcomes you to the 
2018 Elizabeth Home & Garden Tour. 

We are excited to open our doors once again to showcase the architectural diversity and creative 
spirit of our neighborhood. This year’s lineup includes 10 private and 5 public spaces. New to the 
tour is a focus on local art and artists. You’ll get a glimpse of the soulful work of two talented 
Elizabeth residents on their own turf. Three public art stops highlight Now Is Fireworks.

Elizabeth Community Association selected Children’s Home Society of North Carolina as  
its philanthropic partner for this year’s home tour. The organization will receive 10% of the 
proceeds from the event. CHS’s regional office is located in the heart of Elizabeth at 2200 
East 7th Street. Stop by St. Martin’s Episcopal Church to meet Regional Director of  
Philanthropy, Tara Spil, in person during the home tour.

CHS is the largest private, nonprofit foster care and adoption agency in the state, and has 
completed more than 16,000 adoptions since its founding in 1902. Additionally, they offer 
extensive family preservation and family support services to keep families healthy and intact. 
Each year, CHS receives more than 3,000 Department of Social Services referrals for children 
in need of families. To learn more about how you can support kids, reach out to Tara Spil at 
tspil@chsnc.org or 980.335.1396 or visit chsnc.org.

Elizabeth Community Association is a nonprofit, volunteer-led organization dedicated to 
serving its members in the Elizabeth neighborhood of Charlotte, North Carolina.
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701 Oakland Avenue

407 Louise Avenue

704 Clement Avenue (Garden)

512 Pecan Avenue (Garden)

2226 Greenway Avenue (Art)

St. Martin’s Episcopal Church

Now Is Fireworks Metal Art

Charlotte Council of Garden Clubs

Now Is Fireworks Fence Art

2131 Kenmore Avenue (Art)

610 Mattie Rose Lane

701 Clement Avenue

515 Pecan Avenue

Now Is Fireworks Mural

2215 Vail Avenue
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TOUR NOTES

- No admittance without a ticket 
 (tour book serves as ticket)

- Tour check-in and ticket purchase/pick   
 up at Charlotte Council of Garden Clubs  
 during event

- Public restroom facilities at St. Martin’s  
 Episcopal Church & Charlotte Council of  
 Garden Clubs

- Do not use bathrooms in private 
 residences

- No photography or video without 
 homeowner’s direct permission

- Free parking as well as bikes & scooters 
 available for rent at St. Martin’s 
 Episcopal Church

- Children’s Home Society of North Carolina 
 is hosting an information booth at 
 St. Martin’s Episcopal Church.

Google Tour Map

Hawthorne Bridge
Under Construction
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LOCATION 3
WITH SPONSOR LOGO

To the delight of neighbors, homeowners Raj and Carter lovingly rescued this 
teardown in 2012, leaving behind its sordid past. Once a respectable boarding 
house moved to its Oakland Avenue location in postwar 1950, the house had 
morphed into “party central” with a memorable beer can mountain and creepy
crawlies. The house today exudes love, beginning with Raj and Carter’s wedding 
on the front porch in 2014. They have honored the home’s origins with 
impeccably restored millwork, heart pine floors, original windows, and period 
lighting. At eye level, you will find a highly personal and eclectic art collection in 
each room, patiently acquired over time from local artists in Charlotte, Atlanta, 
India, London and elsewhere. The homeowners’ love for gardening begins in 
the master bathroom, where Carter repurposed her great great-grandmother’s 
clawfoot tub that once served as a giant outdoor planter. Continue outdoors 
to the back where you find the elements incorporated: the Nataraja (family 
namesake) Indian statue, depicting Shiva dancing atop a fountain, leading to 
the family’s firepit gathering spot. Think of all the stories that will be told for 
many years to come in this 100-year old beauty.
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701  OAKLAND  AVENUE



For more than 100 years, Saint Martin’s Episcopal Church has been a beautiful
landmark in the Elizabeth neighborhood. It was built in 1912 at the current  
location on East 7th Street, following the streetcar traffic into the then 
developing neighborhood. In 2012, in anticipation of the church’s centennial 
celebration, we created an open courtyard to be an accessible vibrant outdoor 
cathedral, surrounded by native plants and trees. Two majestic willow oaks, 
a dedication to WWII veterans of the parish, remain and thrive near linear rain 
gardens. The fountain, representing baptism, greets visitors as they enter the 
first of several outdoor rooms, which provide areas for contemplation and 
celebration. Symbols of faith and liturgy are reflected throughout the campus. 
In the courtyard, twelve glass blocks designed by a local artist and embedded in 
the ground represent the twelve apostles. People walk along “Pilgrim’s Way” with 
inscribed stones providing prayer and inspiration to connect to the Memorial 
Garden. The nave (church) contains beautiful stained glass windows dating 
back many decades, including one Tiffany window. The doors are open to 
all for reflection each weekday. At Saint Martin’s, we strive to be a resource 
of prayer and spirituality and offer bold moral leadership in our city. You are 
welcome here!
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ST. MARTIN’S EPISCOPAL



LOCATION 3
WITH SPONSOR LOGO

Satisfy your curiosity in Elizabeth’s newest home -- and the future of urban living 
-- in this magnificent townhome “duet” perched atop the neighborhood off 
Beaumont Avenue. Thoughtfully planned and carefully appointed, this home is 
situated in an American interpretation of the Dutch woonerf or “living street” in 
which the expectation is shared open spaces and a walking pace. With a skyline 
view, newlyweds Jessica and Steven Grier have truly maximized every corner 
of this luxurious abode. The 4-story space is light, crisp and clean with soaring 
ceilings and magnificent sunlight throughout. This home gives new meaning to 
zero maintenance by incorporating technology and engineered finishes that are 
beautiful and highly functional at once. Outside, anti-microbial artificial turf feels 
plush underfoot, perfect for city living and this couple’s three furry friends. Inside, 
note quartz counters and porcelain tiles creating a stress-free marble look. In 
the second floor master suite, a Kohler DTV touchpad controls the shower. The 
Control4 app syncs with the house to command the alarm, HVAC, lights, speakers 
and TVs. The third-floor guest suite is awash in sunlight through a palatial 
staircase window. White oak hardwoods gleam on this grand, open staircase that 
continues to the fourth floor. There, you find the pièce de résistance, a tower loft, 
beckoning you to return to this cozy village.
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610  MATTIE  ROSE  LANE



Kathy and Rod Spence, co-owners of Banister Homes (with business partners 
Ellen and Ken Smith), wanted to be back in Elizabeth after living in other areas of 
the city. They wanted a townhome that had all the luxuries of an urban house  
including four bedrooms, a bonus room, three and a half baths, a first floor 
master, one and a half car garage and a fenced in yard for their dog. Andrew 
Woodruff Architecture designed this white brick duplex with large windows to 
provide expansive views and maximize natural lighting. Interior spaces are open 
and a wide stairway adds an elevated level of formality to the entry foyer. The 
master suite is well appointed and also offers great city views. The finished 
third floor captures valuable space on small urban lots and can be used for any 
number of varied and changing uses. Energy efficiency was important to the 
Spences so they included a sealed crawl space, open cell spray foam insulation, 
and aluminum clad wood windows. Their favorite part of living in this location 
is its close proximity to all of their favorite places. Kathy says they don’t have to 
take the car out of the garage to walk to dinner at Hawthorne’s, Sabor or The Fig 
Tree, they can walk to church, and they are only steps from some of their favorite 
ice cream places. It’s the first townhouse they have lived in and they are enjoying 
living a little smaller with all the amenities of an urban lifestyle.
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407  LOUISE  AVENUE



As you walk into Greg Godley’s and Kai Griffin’s home you immediately notice that 
opposites attract. The couple’s 2017 renovation sets the stage of a classic 1920s 
bungalow as the backdrop for contemporary design and modern art. Graciously 
displayed throughout the home are works of art by local Charlotteans Margaret 
Lucas, Amanda Finch, Nick Napoletano and homeowner Kai Griffin. Beyond the art 
take note of the renovation beginning in the living room. The judge’s chamber was 
added to provide texture and depth. Walk into the den and notice the coal basket. 
Coal baskets were used to keep families warm in the early 20th century. There were 
originally two coal baskets in the house, one in the living room and one in the den. 
The first floor guest bath was the only bathroom in the home for decades. When 
updating it, Greg and Kai were adamant about keeping within the era of the home 
and picked a classic tile to mimic the 1920s style. The guest bedroom used to be the 
master bedroom and still has the original pine flooring. Notice the character in every 
piece of reclaimed white and red oak flooring in the addition. The master bathroom, 
originally the second bedroom, is a showstopper. The entire bathroom was designed 
around the Parisian soaking tub. Take note of the door to the toilet, original to the 
home. Further, the door to the master closet is presumed to be the original 1920s 
front door. Greg and Kai’s home perfectly demonstrates a harmony between old  
and new.
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701  CLEMENT  AVENUE



In 2012, singer/songwriter Lucinda Lucas bought the house at 704 Clement that 
formerly belonged to Kassie Minor. Kassie, well known throughout Elizabeth during 
her long life, was a gifted gardener and had cultivated a beautiful landscape with 
assistance from her daughter-in-law Kay Minor. Lucinda’s vision for the back 
yard was that it be a private space, but also a party space and include a concert 
stage. For this she needed an open lawn in the center. She hired architect Allison 
Pell III, whom she had known since childhood, to design her space. They decided 
to construct a fabulous deck whose shape suggests a grand piano. The original 
garden, which was quite overgrown and filled with large stones, once held a koi 
pond. When work began Lucinda transplanted, moved or gave away all of the 
center plantings. As the area was cleared she gathered up the stones. Later 
she had a table made from them. Topped with a massive slab, it is a fantastic 
structure studded with industrial glass and other finds. She also had a fireplace 
constructed with a tall roughly bricked chimney that Lucinda feels suggests 
the lone chimneys that are all that remain from abandoned houses. The deck 
has been put to good use during the many neighborhood concerts Lucinda has 
organized and performed. On Saturday October 20, from 5-7 P.M. there will be a 
free concert in her garden. Join us for a musical treat!

Free Concert Saturday, 
October 20, 5-7 pm

Lucinda Lucas with 
Special Guest 
Marie Calabro

Bring Your Own Chair
Rain Cancels

P I L A T E S  S T U D I O
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704  CLEMENT  AVENUE



The Betty Little House was built around 1920 by John Ward. The lumber used in 
the construction was once a part of the Camp Greene (a training camp for thousands 
of soldiers during WWI) barracks, acquired when the Camp was removed. In 
1923 the Stancill family bought the house and lived in it until it was sold to the 
Moffetts for a tearoom and antique shop called the Queen Charlotte Tavern. In 
1977 the Charlotte Council of Garden Clubs, Inc. chose the house as their future 
home and purchased it using funds collected from members and friends. In 1995 
it was named “The Betty Little House” after the first president of the Council and 
the moving force in its purchase. Her portrait hangs in the library. In the last few 
years the house has been updated to encourage its use as a venue for garden 
club meetings and special events. The house is available to the public as well 
as garden club members. Recently we have had weddings, receptions, birthday 
parties, memorial services and baby and bridal showers. The garden around the 
house, especially the front garden, has seen many renovations from a cottage 
garden with a white picket fence covered with roses, to a shade garden to the 
garden you see today…a sunny garden with four quadrants to showcase possible 
urban garden designs: Asian, butterfly, edible and native.
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In Danielle Kleinrichert’s and Guillermo Villar’s 1929 bungalow, love abounds for 
their pets. They have created a welcoming space that enriches the passions for the 
whole family. The house demonstrates ‘catification’ or environmental enhancements 
that help create a healthy, safe and stimulating home for cats. The front porch 
welcomes visitors and houses a weatherproof cat shelter. The living room is 
bathed in sunlight and gives the two dogs, Oscar and Felix a great place to nap. 
Guillermo’s office is to the left and his music room to the right, where the cats 
perch in their window seats and enjoy the concert. The bedrooms boast Kitty 
Kasas and Cocoon cat beds, plus a secret cat door installed in the clothes closet 
that leads to the basement stairwell. Danielle’s office beckons at the back of the 
house overlooking the backyard. Here she works alongside the cats as they play 
on their cat tower. The backyard deck, patio and pergola allows entertainment 
space for both adults and pets. The most intriguing structure in the backyard is 
the “Catio” to left. The Catio enhances the outside experience for the cats while 
providing a safe place for them to relax and exercise. The cat tunnel leads cleverly 
from the basement window to the Catio. Danielle planted a butterfly bush and 
keeps a bird feeder- providing stimulation for Archie and Bernie. Oscar’s stroller is 
here as well-  he only has 3 legs. Danielle and Guillermo demonstrate responsible 
pet ownership, seamlessly providing love and a nurturing environment.
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515  PECAN  AVENUE



LOCATION 3
WITH SPONSOR LOGO

Discover Little Italy under the shadow of the Water Tower in Elizabeth. Six years 
ago, five neighbors: Mary and Tommy Franklin, Victoria and Rob Zabel, June and 
Ken Lambla, Laurie Reed, Tom Thoume and Raymond Grubb converted what 
was once a children’s playground into Chateau Dough. A pizza garden used for 
everything from impromptu gatherings to formal celebrations. Enter through 
Mary and Tommy’s whimsical garden- created over the past 40 years. Follow the 
winding paths reminiscent of a secret garden, Mary’s use of buttons, doors, wood 
and iron delight not only their grandchildren, but all visitors. Follow the path and 
find yourself greeted by a magnificently tiled Italian pizza oven! Remember- this 
was built by neighbors over a hot summer- wheel barrowing gravel, tile, concrete, 
wood and tools to the site. Designed by a neighbor architect, advice from 
Reaching Quiet Design for a concrete counter, collaborated, tiled, constructed 
by the group itself. The community table was built using wood from a felled tree 
during Hurricane Hugo, fashioned around the children’s swing set thus retaining 
the memory of the original space. Nestled between multiple backyards with 
secret paths leading to the oven, memories continue to be made and friendships 
fostered.
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512  PECAN  AVENUE



Maebeth Hill has been making art for as long as she can remember. She has had a working studio in 
different locations, but it wasn’t until her family moved to Elizabeth that she was able to have a studio in 
her own backyard. Maebeth’s studio was originally a brick shed in the backyard, housing lawn mowers 
and tools. Banister Homes transformed the building into an art studio in 2005. A greenhouse attached 
to the shed was recycled during the renovation. Additional space was added including vaulted ceilings 
to accommodate large paintings. The original 1926 kitchen cabinets from the house stores art supplies. 
Water and electrical were added to accommodate the electric kiln, wheels, and heating/cooling system. 
The copper roofed window seat was Maebeth’s first artistic project when the studio was completed. It is 
a mosaic made of over 2000 hand cut pieces of glass and took 6 months to complete. Her artwork  
utilizes her graphic design and photography skills creating mixed media paintings and works on paper. 
She also works in clay and creates both functional and decorative ceramics. After teaching high school 
art and photography for Charlotte Mecklenburg Schools for many years, Maebeth is now able to create 
art in her studio full time and loves every minute of it! Her work is in both private and corporate collections. 
To learn more about Maebeth and her artwork visit www.artmaebeth.com. and follow her on Instagram 
as artmaebeth.
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2226  GREENWAY  AVENUE



The mosaic is Betsy’s first large scale work, inspired by Japanese wood-cut artist, Hokusai, and  
French outsider artist, Raymond Isadore’s, La Maison Picassiette. The concept, “I should be safe,” is 
the culmination of her ceramic armor series, I should be... The armor series tells a story about how we 
react to, integrate with, or spit upon the messages dictated to us by family, media and society. Growing 
up in the South, there were expectations about how a woman should succeed. “I should be nice,” is the 
first rule of southern charm. The larger cultural expectations dictate that women should be sexy, skinny, 
have babies, careers, etc., sometimes pushing us to illness or outrageous surgeries. We armor ourselves, 
protecting the vulnerability of the authentic self, with a façade of adorned fragility until our true values 
can emerge with rules for living. We break free from the messages which do not ring true for us when 
experiencing physical and emotional safety. Making Barbie doll gowns and ironing church vestments 
with her grandmother in Mt. Airy, NC, started Betsy down the path of fashion obsession. She has  
created for Condom Couture in Charlotte and creates ceramic figural sculpture along with her armor. 
She has received projectgrants from the Arts & Science Council in Charlotte and is a McColl Center  
for Art + Innovation Artist Alumna, now serving on the Board of Directors. Learn more about Betsy’s 
work at www.betsybirkner.com.

I should be safe, exterior wall mosaic, chards, found objects, and hand-made objects. Betsy Birkner, 2018. 
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2131  KENMORE  AVENUE



When Vicki Morton and Dwight Bailey moved into their home on Vail Avenue, a 
neighbor gave them a photo of their house that was almost unrecognizable. Their 
house, built in the 1920s, was originally yellow and had gradually been built upon 
and renovated over the decades. During their own renovation in 2016, Vicki and 
Dwight worked to keep as much of the original charm of the home as possible, 
as well as adding new (new to this house anyways) elements. Starting with the 
wood floors on the first floor and wood paneling over the fireplace, the wood was 
reclaimed from a house in South Carolina that was owned and built by a former 
Civil War general. The exposed brick in the fireplace is original to the home and 
can be seen all the way into thebasement where the original brick stove was used 
to heat the whole house almost a century ago (you can even still see the soot 
and ash!). Now, that stove is behind the custom bourbon bar on one end of the 
finished basement. A custom wine bar is on the other side of the basement. 
While Vicki and Dwight added their own custom elements to fit their characters, 
at every turn, they’ve kept as many of the original doors as they could. Even one 
of the wood beams in the basement was pulled from the trash when Vicki and 
Dwight realized the renovators had tossed it. They’ve put it back in its rightful 
place in their home.
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2215  VAIL  AVENUE
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Look at me. Now
is fireworks, gathered first
like Queen Anne’s lace into fists
called just before, then bursting absolutely. After,
are you hawk or songbird? Or climbing rose, with colors
that unfold as slow as fondness? What I mean to ask
is where are you going on a night
like this, the water so still
you could walk on top of it
if you whispered? You remember
your grandparents like they just left the room,
but you forget so much. And does your suitcase,
when you’ve arrived and told it now,
pop its mousetrap latch and burst
into a brown motelroom
with a brown couch you lie on
to watch stars that are not fireworks
through a halfcurtained window? Sing
your answer, your voice a warfield for sleep
and strain. Or, from your granddad’s records
(more ghostly with each listen, like everything),
play the perfect lady singer’s lamentation
like a hand grabbing for the falling,
like the buried and forgotten,
like a train’s long, wavering horn. Or,
because all the sorry eyes in the world
won’t get you back to this water, take me
there with you. I’ll ride quiet. At the latch’s snap,
my cue, I’ll leap from that travelbag like happiness
from a cake done in none of nature’s colors—
except those pale pink sugar roses
over my wish for you,
under your name.

NOW IS FIREWORKS
Poem by Amy Bagwell. Mural Design and Painting by Graham Carew and Scott Nurkin
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SPECIAL THANK YOUs
Many thanks to our homeowners, sponsors and community members who volunteered their time and talent 
to the event, especially our house captains, home bio writers, and home tour committee. We are very grateful to 
Royal Gardens for selling tickets and Cajun Queen for hosting the post-tour celebration.

Home Bio Writers
Nancy Albert
Cassandra D’Alessio
Beth Haenni
Ashley Nurkin
Diana Watson

House Captains
Jessica Grier
Brent Johnson
Dawn Milam
Janet Miller
Brittany Norman
Anne Warren

ECA Home Tour Committee
Melissa Bryant
West Bryant
Max Gilland 
Laina Kafiti
Ken Magas
Brian Szews
Heather Szews
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NOW IS FIREWORKS PROJECT
In 2014, Elizabeth was awarded a coveted public art project based on a grant proposal written by resident  
Sarah Gay. Six neighborhoods received funding from the City of Charlotte and Arts & Science Council for  
their Neighborhoods in Creative pARTnership initiative. Elizabeth worked with artists Amy Bagwell and  
Graham Carew of Wall Poems of Charlotte (www.wallpoems.com) to create a neighborhood specific public art  
installation. The result is Now Is Fireworks, a love poem written by Amy Bagwell, and inspired by the imagined 
life of an Elizabeth resident, a traveling salesman and the woman who longs to be with him. References to a train, 
roses, and water are nods to some of the most distinct characteristics of Elizabeth from the past and present.

Ten foot diameter stainless steel metal structure. In collaboration 
with Central Piedmont Community College’s Welding Technologies 
program, with Palmer Bradshaw as lead welding student.

Lenticular images and words from Now Is Fireworks.  
Painting by Graham Carew reproduced on adhesive vinyl.



Proudly celebrating the 
100-year-old house 
where Cajun Queen 
has served its loyal 

customers since 1985.

Bring your Elizabeth Home & Garden Tour program in for a
10% discount on your meal October 19-20, 2018

ECA Home Tour Committee
Melissa Bryant
West Bryant
Max Gilland 
Laina Kafiti
Ken Magas
Brian Szews
Heather Szews
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PLANTINUM SPONSORS

TITLE SPONSOR

P I L A T E S  S T U D I O

 

GOLD SPONSORS

Elizabeth Home & Garden Tour Marketing Materials by Ken Magas Design, Inc.
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IN-KIND SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

Becca Smoot 
 704 906 4535 

 becca@yanceyrealty.com 
beccasmootre.com 

@beccasmootre

Helping you Home.

Broker, REALTOR®

Solow
Design
Group, Inc.

The Law Office of
KENNETH DAVIES

freemanlandscapearchitecture.com 

Laina Kafiti

KEN
MAGAS
DESIGN

GOLD SPONSORS

Elizabeth Home & Garden Tour Marketing Materials by Ken Magas Design, Inc.




